Daffodils are deer and rodent proof.

Estimated Bloom Periods

**Early:** February 15 - March 1

**Mid:** March 1 - March 15

**Late:** March 15 - April 1

---

**Mount Hood**
Mount Hood has been around since the 1930s but remains the best known and most widely grown of the all-white trumpet daffodils. The flowers open creamy yellow and mature an even bright white. A landscape staple.

- **Height:** 16 inches
- **Bulb Size:** 16 cm+
- **Bloom Time:** Early

---

**Delibes**
Beautiful primrose-yellow flowers have large, shallow cups with shades of orange at their mouths. A reliable perennial and a strong multiplier, Delibes is easy to like.

- **Height:** 16 inches
- **Bulb Size:** 16 cm+
- **Bloom Time:** Early
Golden Echo
This recently introduced jonquil has white petals and elongated golden cups. The gold seeps into the petals to give a halo effect (the echo in the name). Flowers are often borne 2 per stem and are long lasting and very fragrant.

Height: 16 inches
Bulb Size: 14-16 cm
Bloom Time: Early

Golden Harvest
An old-timer, Golden Harvest is still an incredible daffodil. Its huge yellow flowers stand out in the landscape. If the weather stays cool, they last for weeks.

Height: 16 inches
Bulb Size: 16 cm+
Bloom Time: Early

Accent
Ivory white flowers have salmon cups. Accent was a major breakthrough in pink-cupped daffodils when it was introduced over 50 years ago. Many others have since come and gone, a testament to Accent's enduring appeal and value in the landscape.

Height: 16 inches
Bulb Size: 16 cm+
Bloom Time: Early-Mid
Delnashaugh (Double)
Double creamy white petals, enriched by fluffy peach-pink segments, make this daffodil uncommon and distinctive. It's also fragrant, vigorous and long-lasting.
Good pink doubles are hard to find in the world of daffodils. Delnashaugh is a good grower, with large flowers and a unique apricot-pink color.
**Height:** 16 inches
**Bulb Size:** 16 cm+
**Bloom Time:** Early-Mid

Tahiti (Double)
Double soft-yellow flowers are accented by coppery orange. They stand like torches on strong stems.
Tahiti is the most successful double daffodil in decades. It produces a vigorous plant with long-lasting flowers that are not susceptible to blasting (buds form but do not open), a problem of some doubles. Tahiti is an excellent variety for the landscape.
**Height:** 14 inches
**Bulb Size:** 16 cm+
**Bloom Time:** Early-Mid

Falconet
Falconet’s sweetly scented, clear-yellow flowers with orange cups cluster 3-7 on each stem. Since a bulb typically produces 4 stems, a planting of 25 bulbs of this daffodil can yield 450 flowers or more. That's a lot of fragrance!
**Height:** 18 inches
**Bulb Size:** 14-16 cm
**Bloom Time:** Mid
Tripartite
An exotic butterfly-like beauty, Tripartite bears clusters of yellow flowers, 2 to 3 per stem. The broad-flaring split cup is a deeper yellow than the petals, giving the flowers a nice two-tone look.

Height: 12 inches  
Bulb Size: 14-16 cm  
Bloom Time: Mid

Cheerfulness (Double)
Each stem bears clusters of 3-4 double, creamy white, fragrant blooms that are touched with orange at their centers. This heirloom (it’s been around since at least 1923) flowers late in the daffodil season.

Height: 15 inches  
Bulb Size: 14-16 cm  
Bloom Time: Mid-Late

Poeticus Recurvus
Breeders have done amazing things with daffodils over the past century, but it would be hard to improve on this wildflower. Graceful, reflexed white petals have yellow cups ringed with red, a color pattern called a “Pheasant’s Eye.” It has a spicy scent.

Height: 14 inches  
Bulb Size: 14-16 cm  
Bloom Time: Mid-Late
Miniature Daffodils

**Double Campernelle**
This unusual fragrant daffodil bears 2-3 small, yellow, fluffy double flowers per stem above narrow, erect foliage. Its blooms are long lasting, and it perennializes very well, even in warm climates.

- **Height:** 10 inches
- **Bulb Size:** 10-12 cm
- **Bloom Time:** Early

**Minnow**
This little daffodil is one of the delights of spring. It offers one or more pairs of bright, cream-and-yellow flowers per stem. The flowers are hardly bigger than a quarter, but in mass they are stunning.

- **Height:** 8 inches
- **Bulb Size:** 12-14 cm
- **Bloom Time:** Early-Mid